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By George Huppert

Indiana University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, After the Black Death: A
Social History of Early Modern Europe (2nd Revised edition), George Huppert, Praise for the first
edition: "An eminently approachable text.To give a sense of immediacy and vividness to the long
period in such a short space is a major achievement." (Thomas Munck, "History"). "Huppert's book
is a little masterpiece every teacher should welcome." (Arthur J. Slavin, "Renaissance Quarterly"). "
[T]his superb synthesis will surely stand out .[It is] beautifully written, soundly researched, and highly
knowledgeable." ("Book Review"). ".thoroughly engrossing .an excellent introduction." ("Libraries
and Culture"). "Lively and clear enough for undergraduates; sophisticated and analytical enough
for mature scholars." (Donald Weinstein, University of Arizon). A work of genuine social history,
"After The Black Death" leads the reader, as concretely as possible, into the real villages and cities
of European society. This book begins with a description of family and community structure, social
conflict, and religious beliefs. Once the fundamental traits of both rural and urban society are
noted, it considers the elites, armed rebellion, poverty, criminality, sexual behavior, and marriage
practices. For this second edition, George Huppert has added a new chapter on the incessant
warfare that was...
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ReviewsReviews

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV

It in one of my personal favorite book. It is one of the most incredible ebook i have got go through. You will not feel monotony at at any moment of your
own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Giuseppe Mills-- Giuseppe Mills
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